
Reff Profiles



Sublime Simplicity

The right office is often a catalyst for a new, better way of working.  

Reff Profiles™ delivers a progressive architectural presence, with private 

office efficiency in mind, while continuing a tradition of wood excellence, 

planning flexibility and breadth of options.
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24"-Deep credenza in Medium Grey laminate with two 72"-wide tops in Chestnut veneer over four  
36"-wide cabinets (left to right): box-file, equipment, access bookcase and open-file; Pensinsula  
worksurface in Chestnut veneer; Bar pulls in Satin Nickel and L-legs in complementary anodized Satin; 
Single-high overhead doors in White glass and anodized Satin frames; Life® chair in Chestnut with seat in 
Spinneybeck® Copenhagen 2209, Kastellet leather; Moment™ chair in Trivalent Chrome with Almost Black 
back and seat in Spinneybeck® Vicenza, Black leather; Sapper™ Monitor Arm in Grey.
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Cohesive Design + Precision Manufacturing

Reff Profiles supports a range of planning styles, integrating into the overall architectural space 

with modular components detailed and scaled to transition from private offices to open plan work 

spaces. BIFMA level™ 3 certified from Scientific Certification Systems, the highest rating that a 

product can achieve under the Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturer’s Association’s 

furniture sustainability standard, Reff Profiles reflects Knoll leadership in manufacturing refined 

wood solutions for the entire work environment.

Two 18"-wide cabinets and a soft rectangular table, above, delineate 
space between paired Reff Profiles open plan workstations. Workstations 

in Folkstone Grey laminate with Grigio Techwood worksurfaces, doors 
in Medium Grey laminate, and open frame leg in anodized Satin. Desk-

mounted Antenna™ Workspaces privacy screens in Interknit, Chalk. Table in 
Arctic White solid core with base in Medium Grey textured paint. Generation 
by Knoll® chairs in Light finish with Meteor Flex Back Net and Spinneybeck® 

Hand Tipped, 1512 Pikes Peak leather; Sprite chair in Lime and White.

A progressive private office, facing, with peninsula worksurfaces  
in Grigio techwood with anodized Satin open frame leg. Low credenzas  
in Folkstone Grey laminate with White glass sliding doors. Sliding door 

overhead in Bright White laminate and White glass with signature  
open end. Medium Grey laminate floorstanding progressive  

cabinet neatly conceals shelves and file storage. Wall-mounted  
cubby and rail-mounted shelves on high performance Task Panel  

offer ready access to small storage items.
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A distinguished private office in Light Walnut veneer, right, is accented by worksurface-mounted and overhead storage 
in Bright White laminate with White glass doors. Soft rectangular legs in anodized bright; Life® chair in Avocado Back 
Suspension fabric with Spinneybeck® Hand Tipped 1501,Crested Butte seat; Sapper Monitor Arm in Medium Grey.
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Architectural Presence + Wood Excellence

Reff Profiles adapts traditional storage-based offices by creating settings that are 

sleek, yet comfortable. Reff Profiles celebrates the juxtaposition of understated, 

highly crafted worksurface-mounted and overhead storage components in 

glass or laminate with veneer components and crisp hardware. The reflectively 

of materials creates offices that are at once luminous and efficient.  

A distinguished private office in Light Walnut veneer, facing, is accented by worksurface-mounted desktop tower 
and overhead storage. The same office, above right, specified with storage in Bright White laminate with White glass 
doors, offers a more contemporary aesthetic. Soft rectangular legs in anodized Polished; Life® chair in Avocado Back 
Suspension fabric with Spinneybeck® Hand Tipped 1501, Crested Butte seat; Sapper Monitor Arm in Medium Grey.

Unique asymmetric desktop tower storage unit, bottom left, and storage cubbies, bottom right, offer efficent storage 
options. High performance Task Panel with continuous wire drop and tackable surface in Ricochet, Straw, bottom 
right, conceals and manages wires and cables.
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Single high wall-mounted overhead cabinet, facing, with exposed cubbies and hinged doors in Iced Sycamore veneer; 
Signature L shelf in Bright White laminate; Lower storage a combination of 60"- and 90"-wide credenzas in Bright White 
laminate with White sliding glass doors, and a 24"-deep worksurface in Iced Sycamore veneer. Generation by Knoll® 
chair in Dark finish with Meteor Flex Back Net and seat in Spinneybeck® Cervo 0041, Lamarossa; Moment chair in 
Trivalent Chrome with Almost Black back and seat in Spinneybeck® Vicenza, Black leather.

Grommet pull, top left, accents a credenza sliding glass door. 

The high performance Task Panel tool rail, top right, supports slatwall accessories and shelves.

A light-scale, freestanding table, bottom, enables fluid movement from focused to group work.

Efficiency + Personalization

Reff Profiles private offices can be individually tailored, yet remain part of a 

greater organizational whole. Characterized by the layering of horizontal and 

vertical surfaces, which can make offices feel more spacious, Reff Profiles 

leverages the proportion and scale of desks, three-quarter-high floorstanding 

storage and overhead storage. Integrated technology management tools offer 

enhanced day-to-day performance.
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Full Scope of Worksurface Support Options
Below, from left to right: Soft rectangle, L leg, Reverse L leg, Round column, Open end frame

Easy Access to Power and Data
The Power Center delivers convenient 
desktop access to power and data. A 
continuous wire drop is created by cable 
curtain and worksurface cut-out.

Thoughtful Technology Support
Equipment cabinet with pullout printer  
drawer and CPU cubby readily accommodate 
essential business tools.

Clarity of Form + Complementary Materials

Reff Profiles presents a deceptively simple aesthetic with an emphasis on detail. 

The expansive Reff Profiles vocabulary of materials, finishes and options—

including new veneers, glass, aluminum and painted components, as well as 

new leg supports—offers a visual sensibility that defers to architectural space. 

The result: a strong aesthetic sensibility. 



Knoll Systems

Multiple Cabinet Pull Options
Clockwise from top left: 
Cylinder, Bar, Tab, Outline. 
J pull not pictured.

Organizational Efficiency
Task Panel tool rails optimize wall functionality. New 
overhead cabinets, desktop towers, wall-mounted 
open shelves and cubbies offer a variety of open and 
enclosed storage options.

Aesthetic Diversity
Reff Profiles focuses on the creative combination 
of wood with other materials including glass,  
aluminum and metallic components.
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Reff Profiles™

Reff Profiles delivers a progressive, efficient architectural presence, with the private office in mind, while maintaining 
the benefits of wood excellence, planning flexibility and breadth of options.
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®

Reff Profiles offers a broad range of aesthetic options selected to reflect contemporary work styles. With strong horizontal lines and visual lightness, Reff Profiles focuses on the combination of 
wood and other materials including glass and aluminum components.


